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In early 1996, Jean asked her husband, R. Lamar Stout, a prominent philatelic Rhodesia collector, if there was 
anything she could do to help. He handed her a shoe box of stamps to soak off covers. He then bought her a U.S. 
Minute Man album, and she was hooked. But what to collect? The Stouts owned a wholesale company selling 

 

Jean Stout was born in Port Arthur, Texas. She received a Bachelor Degree in Business Administration from 
McNeese State University in Lake Charles, Louisiana. She has been married for 52 years and has a son, a 
daughter, and four granddaughters. Jean has been involved with the United Methodist Women, most recently 
serving as president of her local unit. Other interests include visiting aquariums and zoos, organizing patio flower 
gardens, and identifying birds. 

The ATA Distinguished Topical Philatelist Award was established in 1952 by ATA founder Jerome Husak to 
recognize notable service in topical philately. This award has been presented in the past 64 years to 120 topical 
philatelists, including residents of Canada, Great Britain, and Italy. The current selection committee, chaired by 
Donald W. Smith, consists of Donald Beuthel, Jack H. Green, George Griffenhagen, Dorothy C. Smith, Dalene 
Thomas, and Mark H. Winnegrad. 

 
 
 

STAMPS LACK ANIMAL DIVERSITY 
[ 3 edition of .] 

Brazilian biologists Andre Nemesio and two colleagues have analyzed the animals pictured on stamps, 
according to a guest blog by Laura Jane Martin on the website of the Scientific American. 

The blog was posted Feb. 20. 

Martin reported that after examining stamps offered on the Delcampe and eBay auction sites, Nemesio 

million known species are neither of those. 

Nemesio said
conclusion that birds and mammals are the dominant species on earth, that elephants are perhaps the most 
abundant creatures on this planet, and that insects are a small fraction of nature, mainly represented by 

 

He stressed the role that stamps could play in educating people about the diversity of animal life, 
 

will attract attention. 

My comment on this study is that it was far from a scientific investigation of the issue. Searches of on-line auction 
sites would typically yield filtered results since sellers tend to offer primarily items that have a greater chance of 
selling than those that do not. One only needs to look at the collecting interests of our own Unit members to see 
that a large percentage concentrate on birds and mammals. Marketing experts and retail sellers are not fools. They 
design and offer wares to appeal to the most dominant consumers. 

One would expect that species selected for stamp designs would be attractive, cuddly, or notable for some other 
striking reason. For example, it should not be surprising that butterflies disproportionately represent the insect 
world as they are very colorful and eye-catching, not lackluster, ugly, or scary like many other insects. There are 
at least ten times as many moth species as butterfly species, but since most moths are dull and tiny, you will less 
often see them depicted on a stamp. 

 


